


TELSMITH / An Astec Inc. Company
Manufactured in U.S.A, with advanced technology features,

longevity and high performance, Telsmith’s crushing and screening
equipment is ranked among the first in the world in its field.

Specifically designed for crushing and screening hard and abrasive
materials, stationary and mobile type cone crusher plants are

designed to meet high capacity production needs.



References
Erg İnşaat-Deriner Dam/Artvin
 Granite 1200 tph
Akdağlar-Cendere/İstanbul
 Sandstone 650 tph
Tüprag-Kışladağ/Uşak
 Basalt 250 tph
Demir Export-Fujairah/B A E
 Gabbro 600 tph



KPI-JCI/ An Astec Inc. Company
Specifically designed for aggregate production, there are stationary, 

portable and track mounted plants, which are used for crushing, 
screening, washing and classification units as well as handling, 

loading and stocking systems, offering customer-oriented solutions.

The commonly used special patented products include vertical 
shaft crushers (VSI), primary impact crushers (PIC), horizontal 

screens, telescopic radial conveyor systems, high capacity washing 
and grading equipment and portable type high capacity aggregate 

production facilities.



References
Nuh Beton-Hereke/İstanbul
 Limestone 825 tph
Nuh Yapı-Hereke/İstanbul
 Limestone 750 tph
Sutaş-Cebeci/İstanbul
 Sandstone 1000 tph
Boğaziçi Beton-Cendere/İstanbul
 Sandstone 1000 tph
Madinsan-Bağlar/Ankara
 Gypsum 2000 tph
Çakırlar-Cebeci/İstanbul
 Limestone 1000 tph
Erişsan-Ankara
 Limestone 500 tph



CDE GLOBAL
CDE Global produces a wide range of project-specific 
solutions for the washing, classification and recycling 

of all types of contaminated mines.

CDE-Evowash cyclone washing systems are widely 
used especially in the process of washing the clay 

away from natural sand and stone dust and making 
them suitable for concrete aggregate. The company 

also offers complete process systems and tests sample 
materials from the quarry in its own laboratories.



References
Sutaş-Cebeci/İstanbul 
 Curshed sand+Gravel 200 tph
Oyak-Cendere/İstanbul 
 Curshed sand+Gravel 200 tph
Koç Hafriyat-Ömerli/İstanbul
 Curshed sand+Gravel 250 tph
Laçin Agrega-Üvezli/İstanbul
 Curshed sand+Gravel 200 tph
Etiler Madencilik-Şile/İstanbul
 Natural sand washing plant 250 tph

Etiler Mining Şile Sand Washing Plant
CDE Evowash 251 Double Pass + B Type Dewatering Screen

Capacity : 250 tph



MC CLOSKEY INTERNATIONAL
As one of the largest manufacturers of mobile crushing 
and screening systems, McCloskey manufactures jaw 

crushers, impact crushers and mobile cone crushers and 
various mobile screens. 

McCloskey’s mobile crushing and screening systems are 
widely used in quarries, mines, roads, dams, tunnels and 

canal construction projects.
Main application areas:
• Aggregate production

• Mine crushing, screening and enrichment
• Industrial fine sand screening
• Reclaiming of asphalt wastes

• Separation and recycling of construction debris and waste
• Reclaiming of excavation materials





MINERAL PROCESSING, STORAGE AND 
TRANSFER SYSTEMS

FAM has 100 years of experience in manufacturing long 
conveyors, stacker re-claimer storage equipment and ship 

loading systems for the transport, storage and loading bulk 
loads in ports for the mining industry, cement plants, power 
plants, chemical, fertilizer, limestone and gypsum factories.

In addition, it is one of the leading manufacturers in the world 
with its large capacity mobile and stationary crushing plants 

and bagger type bucket wheel excavators.



BULK LOAD SHIPPING SYSTEMS 
(SHIPLOADER)

References
Aksa Acrylic Power Plant
4x200 tph Side Re-claimer

Bagfaş Fertilizer Factory
500 tph Slewing scapper Re-claimer
500 tph Shiploader

Kardemir Iron and Steel Factory
2x200 tph Impact hammer coal crusher

GAP Construction Turkmenistan/Garabogaz
3300 meters conveyor line
1200 tph Shiploader

Erdemir Iron and Steel Factory
6x400 tph Roller screen



KPI-JCI/ An Astec Inc. Company
KPI-JCI, one of the leading manufacturers of heavy duty logwasher, 
blademill, fine/coarse material spiral washers and washer screens, 
required for washing mud and silt materials which are difficult to 

dissolve, manufactures plants producing large capacities with 
uninterrupted and high washing efficiency.

The solutions offered in the light of the tests made with samples in the 
factory’s advanced laboratories are presented to the customers with 
capacity and production guarantee. Prioritizing after sales support 

ensures that production is continuous and uninterrupted.



ANDRITZ SEPARATION
Andritz is the one of the world’s leading solid-liquid 
separation specialists with the deepest knowledge, 

the widest technical resources and the most 
comprehensive service solutions. Our main products 

include high pressure filter presses, decanter 
centrifuges, thickener tanks and flocculant systems. 

They can manufacture filter presses ranging from 
size 250 x 250 to 2,500 x 2,500 mm with pump 

pressures up to 60 bar’s.



MULTOTEC
Multotec is a South African company that produces specially designed 
mineral processing equipment for ore enrichment. Multotec’s extensive 

application knowledge and technical expertise on process flow charts has 
enabled it to create polyurethane screen panels for vibratory and trommel 

screens, spirals, hydrocyclones, abrasion resistant composite mill linings, 
slurry pumps,sampling units and ceramic coated thermal pipes and heavy-

duty cyclones and separators (DMS / DMC).



References
Anagold
Trommel Panels

Aksu Mining 
Chromium Plant Cyclone and Spiral Circuit

Şişecam
Glass Sand Cleaning Spiral Plant

Eti Krom
Chrome Enrichment Spirals

Pullukçu Coal 
Coal Production Spirals

Pomza Export
Gold Production Cyclone and Spiral Circuit

Zingal Mining 
Fluorite Enrichment Cyclone and Spiral Circuit

Erciyes Mining 
Complete Chrome Enrichment Cyclone and Spiral Circuit



OSBORN / An Astec Company
As a part of the Astec Group companies, Osborn has been 

manufacturing sturdy and durable mining machines 
resistant to hard weather conditions of Africa since 1919.

Their modular plants designed for crushing and screening 
hard minerals are favored for their easy installation. Osborn 
has widened its reach outside Africa with their mineral sizer 
and rotary sizer specially designed to achieve special sizing 

of light minerals.



Kangal Coal Business
1200 tph Coal enrichment plant
Coal crushing, screening and stone separation 
system

Machines ;
Apron feeder 

Rotary breaker 

Roller screen 

Rolling ring crusher 

For breaking stones extracted from
 the system

Jaw Crusher



AMERICAN AUGERS
Horizontal directional drilling machines (HDD) and 
Auger Boring machines are used to lay water, petrol 

and natural gas pipes, power and telecommunication 
cables under railways, highways and rivers. HDD and 
Auger Boring equipment are preferred for their ease 

of operation, environmentally friendly designs and low 
production costs.

TRENCOR
Trencor manufactures tracked and wheel trenchers, 
surfaceminer for mining operations and roadminer 

excavator for highway projects. According to the excavation 
ground and the project, there are 2 different types of 
trenchers; chain type and bucket type. Trenchers used 
in water, natural gas, oil pipeline and drainage channel 

projects can open trenches up to 2.5m wide and 10m deep.



MDS MDS INTERNATIONAL
MDS International is an innovative Irish company, producing

heavy-duty trommel screens. MDS Trommel screens offer
machines ranging from 350 tons per hour to 1000 tons per 

hour with mobile, semi-mobile or static options. MDS 
trommel screens provide usable products in the quarry or 

in waste deposits to be recovered by separating them from 
dirty material. It can operate at larger feed sizes than other 

trommel screens on the market (up to 1250mm).



DUX
Low profile trucks, wheel loaders, scaler and cassette systems

which are designed to be used in underground mining 
services, ANFO trucks, Scissor lift, Concrete Mixer, Shotcerete,

Personnel carrier and various service equipment are
manufactured in the factory in Montreal Canada.

BTI BREAKER TECHNOLOGY
BTI Pedestal Boom systems, which have the longest 

boom and the most powerful hydraulic breaker in the 
industry, are especially preferred in high capacity plants 

with large bunkers where hard mines are processed. 
BTI hydraulic breaker works in front of Gyratory breaker 

in Tüprag’s gold mine in Kışladağ. Various service 
equipment for underground mining is also produced at 

BTI’s Canadian plants.



STEINHAUS
Steinhaus manufactures 

polyurethane screen panels, wire 
mesh conveyor belts, wedge 

wire screen wires and air screen 
suspension systems in its factory 

in Germany.

MAJOR WIRE
With over 100 years’ experience in screen 
wires, Major Wire has gained customer’s 
trust and appreciation around the world 

and in Turkey in the last 6 years with 
their Flex-Mat3 special screen wires. 
Major Wire Flex Mat3 series brought 
a breath of fresh air to fine screening 

applications with their non-clogging and 
high cleaning features.



FRASTE S.p.A
Geotechnical, deep and shalow geothermal foundation, mineral 
exploration and waterwell drilling equipment build in Fraste’s 

factory in Italy with API Q1 quality specs.  2 units reverse circulation 
drilling rigs at EUAS Afşin Elbistan mining management and 11 

units of truck mounted water drilling rigs at DSI General 
Management are currently operating successfully.



UPETROM 1 MAI
Upetrom 1 Mai, a Romanian company, 

manufactures API certified drilling rigs, blow out 
preventers, draw works for drilling units, rotary 

tables, mud pumps and various petrol equipment. 
Upetrom’s drilling rigs have been used in 

exploratory and production drilling of TPAO and 
other private companies for many years.

GEFCO/An Astec Company
Gefco, one of the American Astec 

companies, stands out for its easy drilling 
and easy installation due to the hydraulic top 

drive system. In Turkey, GEFCO rigs are 
currently operating successfully in many 

petrol, natural gas and geothermal 
exploratory and production wells.

SULLAIR/ A Hitachi
Group Company

Sullair is a major manufacturer of portable 
and stationary rotary screw air compressors 
designed for commercial and industrial use.
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